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tosta   loi-   : i.ì--?^!?-  J f' • "* ;-!iAr    i Mi   tiv  '-"^ • •. '>r' raro chû..v>:torir)- 

tics  <">i  r'L :•'•.;'"•:'! !   fii.i-^s  f'u::'lrv:   t:,'f;'-   ;nnrc, 

Quantität Lv.'   r .1.-riicril   analysis   of nixturos  oí  fibres  is 

based  r>ri :t •.•> ,  ly on  the 'liferent coluti.1, it y characteris- 

tics o;   fi   -:c-r. r.a/.inq   it possible to eiscolve out  completely 

one of  til'-»  components  of the fibre blenri   leaving the other 

unaf.:eccoci.     In the  cuantitativo analysis  of the fibre 

blonds,  therefore,  an  accurately weighed  representative 

sample of  the blond  fabric  (or yarn) is treated vith a 

selected solvent for one of the components under prescribed 

conditions,  the dissolved out component separated from the 

residue by filtration, washing  etc, and the residue 

determined by accurate weighing»    This procedure enables 

the relativa proportions of the different component fibres 

in a blend to be determined accurately.    Table IIC gives 

the solvent,  conditions of solution and  other relevant 

information for the four fibre blends mentioned earlier as 

raost comir.only used v/ith cotton« 

GBWERAL: 

Xt is advisable to have a thorough inspection of the 

loom-state fabric particularly in respect of soiling and 

oil stains.    Removal  of such defects at later stages becomes 

difficult,   if not impossible,  v/ith these fabrics.    Several 

otain rernoverb are commercially available.      The stain 

portion is   spotted v/ith the .sta-n remover,   steamed v/ith 

a  stean-rnm and  finally cleaned v/ith detergent solution 
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OLEACHIKG ,-.'W  :-:i;i:.i:!il.:;3: 

While the p:-cc^sslww  of  cotton-polyester blend  fabrics is 

•essentially ?inii¿r v.o   that of all-cotton fabrics,  certain 

modificatici:'   in processing conditions anri' special 

treatments a-  r-   j'.r^d  to get desirable processing 

quality an,' f^ rie  properties.    The discussion here will 

therefore bo confi; -' to the specific changes  in the cotton 

finishing routine which are necessary. 

The sequence of cp-ratlons in finishing of cotton-polyester 

blend fabrics will depend on the quality of the fabric and 

the nature of the finish required.    Typical sequences are 

given bolov/; 

1.     Polyester/cotton.,   finished white* 

(a) Desize,  Scour, Mercerise, Heat-set,  Brush and 

Crop {if r.wu hinery is available),  Singe, Heat- 

treat (anti-piliing, if required),  Bleach, 

Apply fluorescent brightening agent,  Stenter or 

carry out compressive shrinkage. 

(b) Desize, Scour, Mercerise, Bleach, Heat-set, 

Brush anJ Crop (if machinery is available), 

Singe, Heat-treat  (anti-pilling,  if required), 

Scour,  Apply fluorescent brightening agent, 

Stentor or carry out compressive shrinkage. 

Sequence (b)  shouli  be adopted for fabric which  is badly 

stained with oil   ^ dirt,  the bleaching process aiding in 
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the production of  e  clean fabric  bo-fore heat-3ctting. 

— * Polyeator/cotton, piece dyed: 

(a) Desize,  Scour, I.íercc-riso, Heat-set,  Bleach 

(if neces&ory), Dye,  3rush and Crop  (if 

machinery is available), Sinne, Heat-treat 

(nnti-pilHng, if required), Scour,  Stonter 

or carry out compressive shrinkage. 

(b) Desize,  Scour, Mercarlo©, Bleach, Heat-set, 

Dye, Brash and Crop (if necessary machinery 

ig available), Singe, Heat-trent (anti-pilling, 

if required), Stenter or carry out compressive 

shrinkage. 

Sequence (b) should be used for dirty loom state fabrics. 

3.   Polyester/cotton, printed i 

Fabrics should be processed by sequence I» the printing 

processes being inserted immediately prior to compressive 

shrinkage. 

Most aise mixings are combinations of the following i 

(a) Fil» forming »aterial — (i)   Natural baset Starch» 

modified starches such as hydroxyethyl starch» 

carboxyatethyl cellulosa (C?.C), and natural gumsi 

(ii)    Synthetic baset Acrylic polymers, polyvinyl 

alcohol etc. 

(b) Lubricants — Wax or self-emulsifying wax, tallow 

or water dispersible oils. 
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The  objectiva of d«sizing is to remove the sizing materials 

as completely and uniformly as possible,    A trace of 

residual size can usually be tolerated,  but if present in 

lirge amounts, or if irregularly distributed, it can lead 

to such difficulties as  (a) irregular dyeing,    (b)    stiff 

or variable hand,    (c)    varied response to thermosetting 

resin, and    (d)    reody appearance of blanda.    Accordingly, 

dosizing is an important step, and should be given the 

attention it deserves. 

The size mixings used for cotton polyester blend warp 

yams differ from those used for cotton warps primarily 

because of the hydrophobic nature of tho polyester fibre 

end of the greater need to suppress, through sizing» y*üi 

hairiness which is more pronounced with the blen^ yarns« 

The size mixing must provide good adhesion to the yam sud 

satisfactory film forming while maintaining the desirable 

tensile properties of the yam.   The size sáxings fo* 

cotton-polyester warps generally contain a water-soluble 

starch derivative such as hydrexyethyl starch, sodiuin 

carfeoxy methyl cellulose, polyvinyl alcohol and a lubrieant 

such as wax or self.emulsifying wax, tallow or wat«* 

dispersible oils. 

The following points should be kept in mind to achiavo 

maximum desizing efficiencyi 

(1)    Wetting agents added to the desizing solution to 

promote penetration of the enzyme into size films often 

tend to reduco the heat stability of the enzyme and thus 

_L 
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inactivate it. Mon-ionic surfactants generally do not have 

such an adverse effect on enzymes.  (2) Sometimes 

hydrocarbon solvents such as xylene are emulsified in the 

desizing bath to facilitate removal of the waxy component 

of the size, '.ahile none of the common solvents has an 

adverse effect on the enzymes, the emulsifiers used for 

dispersing the wax solution mayaffect heat stability of the 

enzymes and should therefore be selected carefully,  (3) 

pH during desizing should be 6 to 7. Size additive* auch 

as acrylic copolymers may give at high pH as 9 to 9*5 

depending on their sodium carboxylate content. The enzyme 

will be inactive at such a high pH. In euch cases, the 

fabric may be neutralised prior to d esizing or acetic acid 

may be added to the detizing bath, (4) Presence ©f copper 

or of high chlorine content in the water used can also 

inactivate enzymes. 

The detizing procedure used will naturally depend on the 

nature of the »Ist to be removed. If the starch derivate 

uaed it not water soluble, dtsizing will be with an enzyme 

plus wetting agent followed by an alkaline scour. On the 

other hand, if the site contains only an acrylic copolymer 

or cm or a water soluble ' starch derivative, dtsizing will 

ordinarily requlro • win» water wash or a «lid alkaline 

scour« 

Enzyme desizing can be carried out by the pad batch or pad 

steam method or in a jigger or a kier. If after impregnation 

with a désizing solution, the fabric has to be steeped in 
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bins or batched on rolls, care must be taken  to see that 

the fabric does not dry out since dry size residue is 

difficult to remove and will result in resist  spots or 

streaks in final dyeing.    This precaution is particularly 

important for the cotton-polyester blend fabrics since 

they hold much less moisture than all-cotton fabrics« 

SCOUIUHGt 

The main precaution in semiring is to avoid or minimise 

the deleterious effect of alkali on the polyester fibre« 

The effect of caustic soda on polyester fibres is related 

to the temperature, concentration «fid time of treatment« 

For example, a 3% solution of caustic soda ha« no 

noticeable effect on the fibre if the treatment is at 

70°C for 90 minutes.    On the other hand, at ÌOO^C, the 

safe period for treatment is only 15 minutes*    It is 

preferable to use soda ash instead of caustic soda for 

scouring and excellent results are obtained by scouring 

the blend fabrics on a jigger with a 4% solution of soda 

ash and 1% surfactant at boll for 3 hours« 

MERCERIZING* 

These fabrics are mercerised only to Improve the cotton 

component with respect to luster» smoothness, dye affinity, 

coverage of immature fibres, higher chemical reactivity 

etc«   Under the conditions normally used for mercerising 

cotton, there is practically no danger of damage to the 

polyester fibres.    In view of the much lower absorption of 

aqueous reagents by the blend fabrics, partly due to the 
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hydrophobicity of the polyester and partly to the mild 

scouring  received by the cotton,  special,  penetrants  of 

the non-cresylic type are required in the mercerising 

solution.    Caustic  soda solution of 42°T.7 is generally recom- 

mended for mercerising.    The fabric after mercerising is 
neutralized to a pH of about 6. 

HEAT SETTIHGt 

This is a special  finishing treatment required in the 

processing of cotton-polyester blend fabrics because of 

th© basic structure and properties of the polyester fibre« 

In the manufacture of polyester filament, the   molten 

polymeri after extrusion through a spinneret, solidifies 

to th© filament on emerging in air and is collected on a 

bobbin.   Yam In this form is unorlented and lacks textile 

qualities.       The filament 1$ therefore dram in a 

subsequent process which produces significantly better 

orientation of the polymer molecules In the yam and gives 

high strength.    Such a yarn shrinks considerably whan 

exposed to high tempera tur©»*    Fig. 1   shows the amount 

of shrinkage of typical polyester and nylon yams a% 

different temperatures. 

In view of this property of p#lyester» it is neeesaaty 

to improve the dimensional stability of fabrics mada from 

it so that they retain their shape during washing and 

ironing.   This is achieved through heat setting.    Apart 

from dimensional stability, heat-setting also imparts a 

better resistane© to creasing and helps to remove creases 

formed during earlier processing steps and to avoid the 
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formation of creas«-»:, in subsequent finishing.    In principle, 

the process of heat-setting consists in exposing the 

fabric,  while under dimensional control, to a temperature 

hjqher than that likely to be met with in its subsequent 

use.    The energy supplied to the fibre in the form of heat 

luring the setting process leads to a breaking of several 

inter-molecular hydrogen bonds and permits the fibre 

structure to relax and reach a state of minimum potential 

energy.    If at this stage, the supply of energy is stopped 

and the fibres are cooled quickly» the fibre structure in 

its relaxed condition and with the new configuration of 

hydrogen bonds will be •freien".   In other words, the fibrt 

will be dimensionally atablo and will not shrink below the 

setting temperature. 

Heat setting can be accomplished by using dry host, aqueous 

heat, infra red radiation or by thermal shock.    Of those, 

use of dry heat is the most widely prevalent mtthod for 

heat sotting today.   The fserie is subjected to dry host in 

a stentor or s curing chamber at 180% for 30 to 40 seconds. 

In Fig. 2 is shown tht effect of sotting temperature ©it 

dimensional stability of tho fabric.    It can bo soon that 

the higher tht sotting temperatura, tht lower is tho 

residual shrinkage of tho fabric.    Fig. 3 shows tho amount 

of fabric shrinkage at different temperatures after it is stt 

at temperatures varying between 120° and 220%.     Thest 

data show that a fabric will have a residual shrinkage less 

than 1% if it is set at a temperature 30°to 40°C   higher 

than that at which it is required to be stable.    Furthermore, 

mtm U 
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r:-- significant advantage in stabi1 ivy is gained by using 

a higher setting temperature than this. 

Desires dimensional stability, the process of heat setting 

il so influences other fabric properties. The tendency of 

the fabric to crease during washing or boiling is reduced. 

Also, creases in the set fabric are readily removed on 

ironing. Heat setting stiffens the fabric and adversely 

aflicta its handle and drape. Fabric stiffness Increases 

with increasing the setting temperature, Dry eraase 

recovery of the fabric decreases rapidly at setting 

temperature« beyond 170°C, 

The handle and crease recovery properties of fabrics set 

at temperatures up to 220% can be restored by treatment 

with caustic soda on the jigger followed by calendering* 

The dye uptake of the fibre decreases with increasing 

temperature of heat setting, tho lowest dye absorption 

being at about 175°C (Fig, 4). Thus, it can be expected 

that variations In the heat setting temperature will laad 

to uneven dyeing. It is interesting that if setting Is 

carried out in the temperature range 220° to 250°C, i.e. 

much above the recommended temperature, there is a «hasp 

increase in dye absorption« This temperatura ranga» 

however, cannot be utilised commercially because amali 

difference in the temperature of heat setting produces- 

large difference in dyeability. Consecjuently, the commercial 

practice is to heat set polyester-cotton fabrics at 180^5 

for 30 to 40 seconds allowing 1 to 2% shrinkage in both 

warp and weft directions. 
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ti» í» 

FIG,    4 

Effect of Setting Temperature on the Dyeing of Terylent 
Fifone  (2.Ori Dispersol Fast Scarlet 3 l'JO Powder Fine at 
ÌC0wC for 90 minutes). 
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In addition to temperature, variations in moisture, tension 

and time of treatment during heat setting also cause varia- 

tions in the dyeing properties of the fibre. The dyeing 

method also plays an important part in determining the 

extent of variations in the dyeability caused by these 

factors. Heat setting prior to dyeing has no noticeable 

effect on dye-ability when the thernosol process is used for 

dyeing. 

Use of aqueous heat (high pressure stean) is not recommended 

because of the danger of degradation of tho pclyester fibre« 

Infra red radiation of 3 to 3,b jà  is practically completely 

absorbed by the polyester fibre« Selective emitters which 

emit radiation with a pronounced maximum in this region have 

now been developed« With such selective infra red emitters, 

heat setting can be effectively carried out at fabric 

temperatures between 80° and 120°C. 

Heat setting by thermal shock process has been developed in 

U.S.A. for setting the dyed fabrics and thus to avoid 

difficulties of dyeing these fabrics after heat setting« 

This process uses infra red burners with temperatures of 

640° to 760% for one second (fabric temperature 200° to 215°C) 

and offers two important advantages, viz. negligible 

sublimation of dyes and high working speeds« However, 

energy consumption is high and it is difficult to get 

reproducible results« The process appears.to be suitable 

only if large yardages of standard fabric qualities are to 

be set. Heat setting can be carried out at different stages 
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A. .cor .-»vut1 B.   Intermediate C.  After-Setting 

x. Hent-Sciting 
'-•. Deriving 

.". Scouring 
4. Mercerising 
:>. Bleaching 
6. Dyeing 

7. Drying 
8. firushinq & 

Cropping 
9. Singeing 8. 

Washing 
10. Drying 
11. Heat-treat 

(An ti-pilling) 
12. Scouring 

13. Drying 

14. Finishing 
(Compressive 
shrinkage etc.) 

1. DPsizing 
2. Scouring 
3. Mercerising 
4. Trying 
5. Heat-setting 

6. Bleaching 
7. Dyeing 
8. Drying 

9. Brushing & 
Cropping 

10, Singeing & 
Via shin g 

11« Drying 

12. Heat-treat 
{anti-pilling) 

13* Scouring 
14, Drying 
15. Finishing 

(Compressive 
Shrinkage etc.) 

1. Desi2ing 

2. Scouring 

3. Mercerising 

4. Dleaching 

5. Dyeing 

6. Drying 

7. Brushing & 
Cropping 

8« Singeing €. 
Vfeshing 

9. Drying 
10. Heat-setting 
11. Heat-treat 

(anti-pilling) 
12. Scouring 

13. Drying 
14. Finishing 

(Compressive 
shrinkage 
et c » / » 

The relative advantages of these three sequences are shown 
ii Table IV, 

Heat setting is normally carried out on the pin stenter 

setting machine which is similar to the conventional pin 

stenter, but can operate at temperatures of 260°C.    After 

leaving the stenter, the fabric is shock-cooled with cold air 

or by passing over water cooled drums at the delivery end. 

Heat-setting in a stenter has the advantage that the fabric 

is maintained under complete dimensional control during drying 

and  setting.    A uniform width for fabrics is thus ensured. 

__ 
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An  autonatic fabric overfoad mechanism ensures  controlled 

shrin'.cago in  the warp direction.    Fluctuations  of 

temperature »vi thin the stent er nu et not exceed + 1 C. 

Supply of ¿ir at  even speed over the entire width of the 

fabric is assured by special  arrangements of air ducts, 

nozalcs and air discharge and by careful insulating of 

the stentor.    Stentors used only for setting have only 

a light pin chain v/hereas those used for both drying 

and setting have a combined pin and clip chain»    The 

heavy chains of such a stenter absorb and conduct too 

much heat with the result that the fabric in contact with 

the ciiains will not be heated as much as the rest«   There 

may also be a temperature gradient from the centre of the 

piece to the selvedges leading to the selvedg« dyeing 

light.   The fabric may also become wavy in subsequent 

operations.    It is customary to provide chain heaters so 

that the chain temperatures equal air temperatures inside 

the stenter. 

Resin curing ovens can also be used for heat setting. 

Since there is no special means of width control, the 

set width of the fabric will depend upon the eloth con- 

struction» framed width and setting temperature.    Accurate 

determination of temperature within the oven is usually 

difficult and a difference of 10° to 20^C between the 

temperature indicated by the thermometer and the actual 

temperature within the oven is not uncommon*    Setting can 



also bo car.c-: :xi  out  en hot «-motel  cylinders or by a 

combination oí cylinders znd hot  air.    The main dis- 

advantages of ti.03e   oétting ¡/¡ochiiìcp is the absence 

oí   a  close control   or   weft dimensions. 

The degrés of  setting  effect obtained can ¿e 'ìeteruined 

and  controlled by  the following tests: 

(a) Shrinkage te?dt   (Du Pont Boiling Method)t    A 

square io drawn onto the set material ând measured.    The 

material is boiled  in soft water in the washing wheel 

for 30 mins., centrifugad and air dried without ironing. 

The dimensions of the square aro measured and the 

shrinkage determined* 

(b) Determination of the ereasing angle before and aft«? 

setting. 

(c) Assassinent of handle before and after setting» 

AWTI-PIUJNG TRBAXKENTSI 

Pills are small balls produced by the antangl amant ©f 

protruding* fibres ivhich develop or» the surfte« of • 

fabric during wear and washing»    %n ease of gariaants 

made out of strong fibres such as polyester» tuen pilli 

aro tenaciously anchored to tha fabric surfac« ami do not 

wear off easily»    Pills do not affect durability but do 

spoil the appearane« of a gament and are therefore 

undesirable. 
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The  tendency for pilling decreases with increase in 

fioro denier.      Fibres with round  cross  sections tend 

to piil the most whereas  those v/ith dumb-bell  or 

serrated cross-sections have r.iuch loss tendency for 

pilling.    Finer yarn count as well as plying of yarns 

(normally doubling) help to reduce pillino considerably. 

Adequate twist levels in the yarn are clso vary 

important in controlline   pilling.    Twist multipliera in 

the range of 4 to 4.5 for single yarns are found to be 

satisfactory,    V/ith plied yarns it is desirable to keep 

the single yarn twist at a normal level but inert« a a 

the ply twist.    Regularity of yam is extremely 

important in controlling pilling» thick and thin placea 

being particularly susceptible t© this kind of defeat. 

Similarly yarn hairiness will also encourage pilling and 

has to be Minimised.    Loose and open leni tied fabric 

structures are more prone to pilling than firm woven 

structures.    Plain weaves art more pill resistant than 

twills or other types of weaves with floats«    High cover 

factor is also important in reducing pilling. 

Having taken maximum advantage of yam and fabric con- 

struction to minimise susceptibility to pilling, control 

©f this defect is ultimately achieved through appropriate 

finishing treatments.    Singeing is one of the most 

effective methods.    The fabric is first given a brushing 

treatment on a cylindrical rotary v/ire brush which moves 

in the opposite direction to the fabric at speeds about 

60 timos faster than the fabric.    The wire brush lifts 
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Ilio  indiviuucl fibres froiw tho  surface oí  the  f-jüric 

zr\ô   thee-.*? fierce,  ara  thon s h cu rod  in a  conventional 

sher.rino r.iachiriG.    This is then followed by singeing. 

If dyeing follov/s  r,inoe.Lnc¡,  the tiny r^eltod balls of 

tho  singed fibres on the surface of the fabric dye 

deeper than tho rest of the fabric and produca 

unct?slrable speckled  appearance.    Also any heat diffe- 

rences in singeing across the width of the fabric can 

show up as shading in subsequent dyeing.    Wherever 

possible, therefore»  singeing should be done after 

dyeincj.    However, if thermosol method of dyeing is 

adopted, singeing can procede dyeing. 

It is preferable that in singeing the fabric travels 

past atleast two singeing flamea at speeds of 100 to 

150 metres per minute»    If required, brushing»  cropping 

and singeing can be repeated several times.    After 

singeing it is essential to wash the fabric intensively 

in open width with a detergent at 40° to 50°C to remove 

the smell and dust of burnt fibres fro» the fabric* 

Another method to reduce pilling is heat setting.    In 

fabrics such as twills »ade from single yarns, and those 

containing long floats, there is sor.e chance of fibres 

coming out of the fabric surface even after brushing, 

cropping and singeing.    In such car-es, a heat treatment 

more severe than used for setting effectively reduces    , 

the pilling tendency of the ferric.    Treatment at 160 C 

for 5 minutes in baking ovens or at 18ö°C    for 2 minutes 
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in a hot air stenter completely eliminates pilling. 

Such a  treatment is most conveniently carried out 

a.tor singeing but before washing. 

Chemical means nave also been recommended for control- 

ling pilling.    For example,  the PEG process  of Du 

Pont  (Modern Textile Magazine, 1957, 38,  Wo.9, pp.62) 

involves padding of the desized and scoured but undyed 

fabrics with polyethylene glycol followed by drying 

and thon curing at 220°C on a contact heat setting 

machine.    It is claimed th*t on many fabric styles 

this treatment eliminates the need for singeing. 

However, the major drawback of the process seems to be 

that it enhances the sensitivity of the polyester 

fibres to differential dyeabillty on heat setting. The 

process Is therefore best restricted to white fabrics 

or to those blend fabrics v/hert only tht cotton component 

is dyed. 

T13TXÜG FOR PILLIMG TmDEJCY OF 
COTTOTI-POLYEST ¿ft 3L&ÍD FABRICS s 

The testar consists of a rotating BOK (inside measure- 

ments 205 x 206 x 205 mm) lintd with layers of cork 3 

mm thick whose surface is constantly renewing as it 

wears.    The v/ooden box is mounted on a rotatable stand 

rotating at a speed of 60 • 1 r.p.R.    Four test samples 

5« x 5» are cut and Sevm into sleeves which will just 

fit soft rubber tubes 611 long V¿? o.d. and 1/8" wall 

thickness.    The sleeves are turned inside out so that 

the seams are on the inside and the samples are secured 
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at the ends of the tubes with cellophane tape. Four 

pieces of rubber tubes with cloth to be tested and 

four tubes without cloth are rotated in the wooden 

box for b hours (in some cases tine is 10 hours). 

After tumbling» the samples are removed and the extent 

of pilling is assessed visually by comparison with 

arbitrary standards on a 3-point scale, Where the 

pill ratings are to be used in plotting curves, it is 

convenient to assign a numerical value by counting the 

pills per unit area« 

BLEACHING. 

In polyester-cotton blend fabrics, normally only the 

cotton component requires to be bleached. If the 

goods are to be marketed white, the polyester component 

also requires bleaching. Bleaching of the polyester 

also bocones necessary if sighting colours aro used 

or if the polyester hat turnad yellow during heat 

setting« Of the three bleaching agents, sodium chlorite» 

hydrogen peroxide and sodium hypochlorite, the first 

gives the »oat satisfactory results. However, it 

involves probi eat of corrosion and of toxic fumea of 

chlorine dioxide« Addition of 1 to 2 g/1 of sodium 

nitrate (and similar proprietary auxiliaries) to the 

chlorite bleaching bath minimises corrosion and reduces 

the objectionable smell of chlorine dioxide« A single 

stage combined scouring and bleaching process such aa 

Du Ponts solonatic process can also be used successfully. 

The desized fabric is mildly scoured, then saturated in 

r 
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an alkaline peróxido solution anJ subsequently scored 

hot in the si..«le stage J-bo>. whsre bieacninr, talcos, 

place. The temeraturc in the J-box can be from 75 to 

100°C. 

A typical process séquence iû given bolow: 

1, The fabric ir, singed ünd then watted out with 2.5 g/1 

of surfactant and 1.7 g/1 oí  trioodium phosphate at 

65 °C 

2. Xt Is then washed at 70°C a~d saturated at 3b°C in 

• bath containing 31 ml/1 of 35^4 hydrogen peroxide, 

12 g/1 »odium silicate (42°Be), 4 u/l caustic sudi 

flake and 2 g/1 borax decahydrat®. 

3# The fabric is then heated at 95°C and stored in 

the J-box for 75 minutes after which it is washed 

at 65^C &nd dried. If the fabric contains dyed 

threads» it is bleached at SO C instead of 95 C. 

mth hypochlorite only moderate bleaching effect can be 

obtained. 

Application of Optical Brightening Agents (OBA)i 

Since the optical brightening agents used for cotton 

have no affinity for polyester, two entirely different 

agents are required - one for polyester and the other 

for cotton. Very few OBAs for polyester are available 

today. These can be applied either by the exhaustion 

method or the pari bake method. V/ith some ODAs such as 

•Uvitex cKl  cone, application can also be carried out in 
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the presence of a carrier at 80° to 9ü°C, 

The OSAs used for polyester get depositee! i;.öciuwiii*ally 

on the cotton fibres and will therefore dull the 

brightening effect of the OBAs used for cotton. Hence 

the fabric has to be given an intermediate clearing 

treatment with hydrosulfite to remove th^ OKA for 

polyester from cotton. The cotton component is 

treated with suitable OBA» in the usual manner. 

OBAs fer both polyester and cotton can also b« 

directly applied in the resin finishing bath. The 

heat treatment following resin impregnation develop» 

the brightonlng effects on both cotton and polyester. 

That process is economical but the brightening effect 

obtained is not very Intente. » 

FINISHES FOR DIMENSIONAL STASIUTYI 

Although heat setting imparts dirnonsioncl stability 

to the polyester component it does not completely 

compensate for the shrinkage of the cot .on cowpooont 

in washing.   The boat set fabric cen have as much as 

4% residual shrinkage.   Therefore, the classical 

»ethode for oofitroiling diste^stoiial staMUty of «#tto» 

such as mercerising, compressive shrinkage and rosin 

treatment aro employed on polyester-cotton blend fabrics. 

Resin finishing is not absolutely necessary for polyester- 

cotton blend fabrics which already havsejood weso-*ftd» 

wear properties, but is employed to further enhance these 

properties.    The formulations used are siiailar to those 
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employed   for ce .ton  out with lower resin concentra- 

tions. 

PERI'^ÎE^T PR5J •  (PP)  FINISHES: 

Tho polyester-« rtton  blend  fabrics  are  ideally  suited 

for producing PP garments.    The moat widely used 

processes for :-.5 finishing are the deferred cure,  fibre 

modification aai post  (or pressure) cure methods.    In 

the deferred cure processes,  the fabric impregnated 

aith an appropriate cross linking agent,  catalyst and 

ether finishing agents is dried but not cured.    Excessive 

cross linking  ,3 avoided at the drying stage.    The 

so-Cilled sensitised fabric is made up into garments 

which after tht desired setting of shape, creases, 

plsst»,  etc» ate cured in a baking oven.    In the fibre 

«edification process, a reactant of the non-volatile 

ittiftione type (îO^CH^SO^CHpCI^X, where X is NaOgSO—, 

tftl.SS—tCF^o:—€5H5W+—etc.) is applied to the fabric. 

After drying tne fabric is treated with aqueous sodium 

hydroxide and batched.    Subsequently, fabric is washed 

and then padded with X to 2% of potasium bicarbonate 

(©n the weight of the fabric) together v/ith lubricants 

and other finishing agents and dried.    Garments are 

nade from such a fabric and after shaping creases are 

set in by curing for 3 to 15 minutes at 165° to 120°C. 

In the post-cure process,  the fabric is given the 

conventional vesh-and-wear finish including the full 

cure.  The gam cats made from such a fabric are pressed 

and cured siru   taneously using special presses which 
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very   i.iuh  temperatures  urici   pressures. 

i   3TATJLC  FINISH: 

'       .Jo fibre-:;  in dry condition are  electrical  insula- 

-..vL'-.    ïna  fabrics  therefore become electrically charged 

.. ' ••::   thoy come  into frictional contact v/ith insulated 

P^r^z of  machines  or when they rub against each other. 

7 he static  electricity so generated can seriously 

interfère with textile processing.    Also, due to this 

•lectrostatic charge,  the fabric readily attracts soil 

and also causes discomfort to the wearer by ^linging 

too tightly to the body,    Viith polyester-cotton blend 

fabrics,   the discomfort is considerably minimised 

because of the hydrophillic nature of cotton,    anti- 

static after-treatments are therefore not essential in 

r.uch blends but are sometimes required to minimise th# 

difficulties in processing of these fabrics particularly 

hen the fabric coues out of the machine in a very dry 

ondition in processes such as heat setting and tharrno- 

xation. 

r\0 most common method for minimising accumulation of 

electro-static charges is to apply a chemical anti- 

static finish which increases the electrical conductivity 

of the textile material and thus helps to dissipate the 

charge fror» the localised points of charge formation on 

o the whole surface of the fabric. Many modern 

antistatic agents are quaternary ammonium compounds 

containing a pentavalent nitrogen atom to which one 
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ionizarle nrov )  auch as  hai onori or- sulphate  is  attached. 

A typical  oxauilc of  such an agent  is: 

H y (CH^CH20)9H 

« , ì / c17 H35COM - {CH2)3 - M ~~ CH3 

ci\clf3 

Condensation products  of  ethylene oxido with either 

organic alcohols and carboxylic acids or with aliphatic 

&nâ aromatic s^lphamides are also found  to be effective 

antistatic agents^   The molecular complaxity of tht 

anti-static agent influences its behaviour on a fibrt   * 

during storage.    The wore conplex thô molecule,  tht 

laso lots of anti-static effect during storage.    If tht 

anti-static effect is required to be durable to washing, 

tht treatment is applied at the finishing stag© so that 

there is no aovarse effect due to the antl-s*atic agent 

on fabric dyeing.   Tht deposition of cross-linked poly- 

•ltctrolytes on the surface of the fibr# is a widtly 

used method for producing anti-static  affects that art 

durable to wishing»   Commercial antistatic finishta weh 

at Aston LT and Aston 103 are based on water solublt 

polyanine resin    cross linked with dihalides. 

aBASURBIÀSH" Or THE SFPSCTIVEIH33 
Œ ANTISTATIC AGETTi 

The effectiveness of  the agent can b© assessed (i) 

by determinine hov/ the electrical resistance of a 

textile material is lowered by the application of tht 

agent, (ii) by finding how the treated material accumulates 
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,.'. c   cil •;•:;•. n       l  p m a  ru. M Ti O     ;;r. Un; »-7 

C-.-UD    tOSt- 

.'or determinino  thr;   electrical -resistivity 

• -jives  holding  eight  strands of  treated yarn 

; -'     •••'!   two  terminal  clamps   (of   an ultrohmeter of the 

3~--.;•.-.-..\  instrument company)  placed two inches apart and 

n.0o.-/jr-.T3   the electrical resistance in ohms.    The 

vo'j!.    resistivity  (ohms/cm)  is  given by  the formula» 

Volane      Resistance x weight of  fibre between clamps 
resis-  • "•••• • •'•" •• "•—• ' ni.i-.-., — „,.,,.,.„,•„„ .,...,,„„,„.., 
tivity      Density of fibre x  (distance between clamps) 

For a satisfactory antistatic treatment the volume 

is tivity should not exceed 5  x 10   ohm/cm, 

rubbing test consists in rubbing the treated textile 

rial  ten times with a woollen cloth.    The charged 

" is immediately placed in a metal cup (insulated 

'ent loss of charge) connected with a suitable 

er.    The voltage reading then indicates the 

>f electrostatic which is present on the textile 

•••'..    The indicated voltage should be below 300 

veils for an efficient antistatic agent. 

A dirt pick-up   test is often employed for a quick 

assessment of the effectiveness of an antistatic agent» 

In m s case, the treated fabric is rubbed ten times 

; woollen cloth and held in position for ten 

seconds one inch above an open container of synthetic 

soil.    Tac- amount of the dirt attracted is estimated 

M^aa^MMHB 
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dsuolly and the orados aro given as follows: 

Excellent protection 

Good protection 

Fair protection 

Little or no protection 

None 

Slight - 

Medium - 

Heavy    - 

C.H.C. PTOBSSí 
This process, developed by Du Pont, improves the 

liveliness, drape and handle of both 10<$ polyester 

filament fabrics as well ts polyester-cotton blend 

ftories,   the fabric, after scouring as usual, i& 

calendered at 10 to 20 tons pressure at 95° to 17o% 

at • speed of IS» to 20 yard per minute with one 

pass on steh side.   Calendering flattens the yarn 

and eonseeuently increase! the cover of the fabric. 

It als© reduces fabric thicUness making it light and 

«iry.    Heat setting is then carried out under standard 

conditions already described earlier.    This is 

followed by treatment with a 3',i caustic soda solution 

as follows!     The fabric is entered into alkaline 

solution at room temperature,   The temperature is the« 

raised to 100@C and treatment continued for 30 miftiitti» 

the bath is then cooled to 70°C for 20 minutes and tt*»« 

dropped.   The fabric is washed in cold water for 5 

minutes, rinsed in a bath containing 2 g/1 glacial 

acetic acid and finally washed and dried. 



L.TROOJCïIOrit 

The textile mariufücturrer ox + ccSay haf. a .large variety of 

fibi-ps to choooe frou for satisfying specific  encause 

requirements*    Ma turn 3. fibres such as cotton and wool 

whicn were known to r-an fox* several centuries wore 

supplemented by rayons in the b<»ginnin»j of the twentieth 

century.    Rayons are cellulosic in natu:?^ and am either 

natural cellulose In a regenerated form such as viscose 

and cupromrnonium rayon, or chemical derivative« of 

natural cellulose such as cellulose acetate«    In the last 

thirty years» several purely man-made fibres produced by 

synthesis of suitable polymeric compounds became available 

t© the text le manufacturer,    of these, polyamides, 

polyesters, polyscrylics ••«. J polyolefins have assumed 

maximum industrial imposa-ics. 

lach fiere type has instinctive properties which confer 

on It both advantages «nd disadvantages in terms of 

particular end-uses.    ?or example, cotton has satisfactory 

strength, easy dyesbiiity and high moisture regain which 

endows wearing comfort to cotton apparel«    At the same 

time, it has poor elastic recovery, low to moderate 

abrasion resistance «nd a tendency to swell in water. 

Because of these fibre properties, cotton fabrics create 

easily, have modérât e wear-life and shrink during washing 
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DYEL-io O:-' P0LY;3:¿Tí:1 COTTO,i ¿IBM  F/vjrJCS: 

The dyeing of polyoster-cottor. blends whether carried 

out os one-bath or two-bath process proceeds as two 

distinct dyeing processes for the two fibres. Dyeing 

involve-: diffusion of the dye into the fibre and 

adsorption of the dye molecules on the fibre at speci- 

fic sites. The compact physical structure of the 

polyester fibre results in extremely slow diffusion 

of the dye molecules into the fibre. Two methods are 

used on an indus trial scale to increase the rate of 

dye diffusion within the fibre. These are {a) use 

of swelling agents and (b) use of high dyeing 

temperatures. 

Certain chemicals tueh as dlphenyi, o-phenyl phenol 

and its derivatives» p*ph@nyl phenol, chlorinated 

benzene (mainly dichlorobenzene), methyl salicylate, 

benzoic or salicylic acid increase the rate of dyeing 

of polyester fibres. These dyeing assistants, termed 

carriers, include both water soluble and insoluble 

compounds. Though the mechanlt» ©f action of carrier» 

is not yet fully understood, the following «©chenisras 

my operate during dyeings 

1.  The carrior may fona a complex with the dyestuff, * 

significantly increase the solubility of the dye  « 

in the aqueous phase and hence Increase the rate 

of diffusion of the dye into the fibre. 

ÜV 
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feter soluble carriers r. ay diffuse more rapidly 

than the dye into the fibre, become attached to 

the fibre substance by van der Waal«» forces,  and 

then attract water into the fibre because of its 

hydrophillic groupings.      The water swells the 

fibre and facilitates entry of the dye. 

3.       Hydrophobic carriers such as diphenyl or chloro- 

benzene cannot opiate according to the above 

•échenla*.    They My, however, act as molecular 

lubricants and destroy existing intermoleeular 

forces in the fibre, and thus facilitate diffusi« 

of the dyestuff molecule into the fibre. 

4.      The carrier may hav* high affinity for to©th ¿Y* 

and fior«.   Since it diffuses mor© quickly tha« 

the dye into the fibre end gets »dsorbed on th« 

fibre sites, it will of far new sites for the 

adsorption of dye molécules. 

It is fenerslly sccepted that carriers wist dyeinf fry 

looitnino the molecular structure oí the) fibre.   Thui, 

their actio« !• essentially similar to that of !»€*•*•# 

in temperature the use of a carrier b#ing approximately 

equivalent to a 10° to 20°C rise in temperature.    It le 

possible %hat the action of a particular carrier my 

involve several of the mechanisms outlined above« 

Carriers should be cheap, efficient, easily removable 

by washing, non-toxic, should not affect the shade or 
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decrease the fastness of dyes,   should  not volatilise 

•from tV' -lye bath and  should  be  spariacjly v/atcr- 

solub.le but easy to emulsify or disperse.    As a rule 

the effer.tiv3.iess  of a carrier decreases as its 

solubility in v/ater increases.     Insoluble or sparingly 

soluble carriers must be finely    dispersed or 

emulsified in order to avoid specky dyeings.    Anionic 

dispersions are generally used though nonionic 

compounds can also be used» 

Care must be taken t© see that ne "creaming up* of the 

carrier ©cours during dyeing» when the dye bath or the 

dyed fabric is cooled,   In suen an event» re-emulsifi- 

cation is difficult and specky dyeings may result. 

Some carriers tend te volatilise and condense on the .-• 

cooler portions o. the dyeing machines» creating the 

risk of dropping on the goods and causing specks. 

Open e tear:- pipes to blow »team into the space above 

the rollers should be provided to eliminate this danger« 

Residues of carriers aitar dyeing may impair fastness to 

light and washing, causa Irritation to the skin and 

impart an unpleasant small to the fabric,    Residual 

carriers rayst be therefore removed by thorough weaning 

after dyeing,   Residue, of easily sublimarle carriers 

can be largely removed by a dry heat treatment at about 

150° to 180^C followed by treatment in alkali. 

Use of carriers increases the cost of dyeing and lengthens 

the dyeing process.    Also carriers are apt to cause spots 
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and ñivo unlevol dyoino  incLad.lnc  slcJ.rtina,  tai. À i no and 

side to centre  shading.    Ciurlo le renoval of carrier is 

difficult and the residual carrier way affect llqhl 

fatness or  tho dyeino.    SOM.':« carri O?'C  ar<? toxic, 

inconvenient to handle end h avo «n unpleasant odour» 

ïnspite o:; these disadvantages,  c?r::i«r dyeing is still 

widely practised Lccauso it does .i?t involve mujer 

modifications or additions to existing :»*r.hin%ry ir» a 

process house. 

USB œ HIGH DYEING T3MPE&CrUE£3f 

Increase of dyeino temperatures nei only inctossot *¿b« 

ener§y (and thorefero rat« oC diffusion) of the dye 

noltculet but alto incrtir.fs the ability of the 

polyester ßielecult chains in tht amorphous r*$¿¿m of 

the fibre making the latter nor» accessible tö \ht dy«t 

Dyeln« temperatures of 113°-120°C are achieved by using 

hl'fh pressure dyeing tqulpnont*    Pressure dyeing is 

widely «sed for dyeing yam,    For piece dyeing under 

pressure, pressure dyeing jigs and rechines such as 

Barotor and HT 9MM Dyeing Machines aro available«    Piece 

foods can «Ito be dyed by an alternativo hle/n teap«iattf*t 

dyeing technique vis. the theroosol   process*    ïn thii 

process, the fabric U podded through a dispersion of tao 

dye» dried and than heated lor about a minute at 

approximately 200°C.    At this temperature, many disperse 

dyes are malten viboreas the fibre le in a plastic stato. 

Tberaotol dyeino is therefore essentially a solution of 

the liquid dye in the fioro»  also present as a viscous 
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liquid.    Solubility of the dye in the fibre strongly 

depends on temperature«    Hence the dye vali tend to 

crystallis« out of the solution when the fabric is 

cooled to roo» temperature.    However, the dye cannot 

come out of the fibra since the dye molecules art 

almost completely unable to nove through the fibre at 

room torperature. 

HIGH TBtfaRATUftl DYEING FWOM *QUBOUS 
BATHS IN CLOJED SYSTEMS: 

The dye bath it prepared by adding the wall dispersad 

dyestuffs together with a suitable dispersion ag'tnt and 

a buffer (acatic acid, aiamoniu* sulfite, sodium acetate-ecttic 

acid, ammonium sulfite-formic acid) to adjust pH to 

t - 5.5.   The goods ote tnttrtd at 60° to Ü*€ and dyeing 

carried out at this temperatura for 30 to 60 minutes.   Tha 

goods ott then tinted and after-treatmtnt. 

High ttoperature prassurt Jagt tro usad mainly lot 

htavitr fabrics of 1003 man-made titeo or thtir blondo 

with cotton.   Uka nomai Jigs. HT Jigs also txert 

pronounced lengthwise tension which can omito distortion 

of tha fabric.   Craasts formed in Idiote fabric» at tempera- 

tures hightr than 100% ton bo fixed ptxaantntly.   NT 

lift wot therefora novo rollers which can bt teen from 

entoldo» suitable axpenders end controllable tension. 

Tne Jig It closed only of tot the piteas heve boon tuno 

low timos tree of craasts.   ït io necessary that the 

fabric la hoot tot before dyeing in the Jig«   HT Jigo 

oto suitablt for Itrge or small Jobs, permit t wide 
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variation in the liquor-ratio, are especially suitable 

for medium weight fabrics, occupy comparatively less 

floor space and aro easy to operate. However, they 

involve the rick of formation and fixation of creases 

in the fabric, are expensive, can operate only batch-wise 

and give slow rates of production. 

The Ht  Bêarû dyeing machine is similar to a horizontal 

kier and can accommodate either a single large diameter 

beam (batch si2e about 3500 yards) or 3 to 6 small 

diameter beams (batch size per beam about 300 yards). 

While the machine has arrangements for reversible 

flow of dye liquor, most of the fabrics can be dyed 

satisfactorily with inslde-out flow only» For tightly 

woven fabrics, however, reversing the flow may be 

necessary» 

ïn HÎ beam dyeina, fabrics with high potential shrinkage 

mist be first boiled off or set to give a beam of 

constant tenacity throughout the dyeing and a final fabric 

of good dimensional stability. For satisfactory resulti, 

a cotton leader must be tightly wrapped round the beam 

before batching the fabric to be dyed. The fabric 

should be batched wet or damp to reduce the possibility 

of air getting entrapped in the batch during the dyeing. 

Creases and folds in the fabric should be avoided during 

batching. The fabric batch should overlap the perfora- 

tions on each end by about 1-^ to 2*. 

The dye bath is set at 40°C with 1000 parts of water, 



0.75 part of dispersing age¡ t and 0.5 part of non-ionic 

netting agent and the riyestu *f «Jisparsed according to 

manufacturers instructions and added through a sieve. 

Dyeing is started v/iththe liquor flow inside out. 

Tho system is then closed to the atmosphere and the 

temperature raised to 130°C in 30 minutes« While the 

temperature is raised» the system must be maintained und©» 

static pressure to prevent cavitation in the pump and any 

air entrapped in the dyeing chamber must be vented out* 

Dyeing is continued at 130°C lor 40 minutes after any 

shading additions that nay be necessary are made« At 

least 2£ minutes of dyeing are allowed after each such 

addition» When the dyeing is complete, the batch is 

dropped without prior cooling provided the exhaust pip* 

from the dye vessel and the drains are suitably construc- 

ted. Dropping tho bath v/hon cooling gives cleaner dyes 

with a good rubbing fastness sines It avoids the formation 

of dya crystals on the fabrlt surface. 

Iff Dyeing considerably shortens dyeing time and gives 

high exhaustion resulting in saving of dyastuffs and 

chemicals. KT dyeings ara mora level and have better 

fastness to washing, crocking and sublimation ss compared 

with carrier dyeing. 

THS3MOSOL PROCESSî 

The Du Pont Thermo sol Process was developed In 1949 fa«* 

has been widely used only in recent years« Being a 

continuous process large yardage In a given shade is 
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necessary for econonicaJ dyeim. Pveing by thin process 

is relatively Gircelo an«.] consists of H paddi.::- or che 

fabric v/ith (a) ¿poropri.-.+.e dye ctn-ff, M  Avy.r.r  th2 padded 

fabric, (c) fixation of the dye .v-f '..'itMn ^!- -obric . 

by means of hDûx and (d) after-.r^t^nt in eludid dyeing an 

development o: the othap component t'ibreo in c¡ ilend 

fabric. Besides nicjh ratea ox production, che thorr.iosol 

process gives excellent c'y» utilisation, does nor. require 

previous heat-sotting and permits simultaneous dyei.ig and 

heat setting even of heavy v/eioht goods. 

The polyester cotton blend fabrics must be efficiently 

prepared for successful dyeing by this process. High 

abaerbeacy of the cotton component r.iust be obtained. 

The standard thermotol equipment consists of a paddor, 

a predryer, drying cans or hot flue, a thermosol even and 

a chemical pad unit, a steamer, an open soap?r containing 

10 wath boxes and drying cans. With such an «cjuipnent a 

full range of shades can be dyed on the blend fabric with 

• «Ade range of dye stuff types. In the absence of a pad 

steara range it is possible to dye the polyester on a pad 

dry theraeeol range and then dye the cotton on the jig 

with vat dyes. The thermosol range can also bs split into 

tu© units, one for padding and drying and the other for 

curing. This would permit processing of smaller lots 

which after padding and drying could be stitched together 

and heat treated in one long run. The exact ¡nennsr in 

Which the mill utilises the thcruosol process '..'ill depend 
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on the available equipment, the investment on additional 

machinery that they can nake and the sizes of the dyeing 

lots in a shade. 

While a wide variety of padders can be used, it is 

desirable to arrange for a long immersion path of the 

fabric during padding.    The dye liquor is preferably 

kept cold.    The number of nips should be atleast 2 but 

preferably 3.    The combination of rubber rollers is 

preferred to that of rubber-and-ate el rollers,  th© 

hardness of rubber rollerà being 70° to 80° shore.   The 

pad ia adjusted to give a pick of about 60$, even 

•queering   being essential.   To avoid cross shading, it 

it necessary to crown ©r tapes ©fit ©£ the roller« fro« 

0.01» to 0.03» depending on th© roller diameter. 

Predrylng immediately following padding is a critical step 

to enaure good» even dyeing»   Bye »igration during dyeing 

will give rite to listing» two-aidedness and generally a 

poor appearance of the dyed fabric   The drying procesa 

ia therefore divided into predryiftg and final drying.   The 

predrier which can be based on IE radiation, heating, 

convection heating ©r a combination of the two is placed 

immediately after, usually vertically above, the nip of 

the padding mangle.   The pre-drisr should remove about 50* 

of the moisture left in the fabric after padding.    Pre- 

driers while not absolutely essential for polyester cotton 

blend fabrics, do give a better margin of safety in working. 

In the absence of a predrier, addition of thickners such as 

sodium alginate or CMC and avoidance of a wetting agent in 
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the pad bath •.'ill  also  help in co.rcrollir.çt nùçr-i cion. 

For í'inal dryin?,   a hot  -¿lue, healed   cans or  the  air 

lay typo of drier can  be used,    C ;re  has to be taken 

that  at this stage,  the temperature  on   the material 

does not excosci  125° to 130°C to avoid premature thomosol 

développent»    Por the actual therr;:o fixation,  a  stenter 

or roller type of oven can be used.    The latter has a 

higher rate of output but has disadvantages of requiring 

a long thread up and the absence of any control over 

fabric width.    There is also some risk of crease forma- 

tion.    These disadvantages can be overcome by appropriate 

eare    end the normal resin finishing      curing ovens 

available in many mills can be used for thaxmo fixation» 

Recently, IH ovens have also been introduced. 

Dyes used for dyeino of Polyester cotton blend fabrica 

art generally e combination of disperse dyes with any 

©ne of the common class of dye stuffs used for dyeing 

cotton, for example, vat, reactive,  soluble vat,  etc. 

The dyeino, procedure will consist of two operations, the 

first in which the disperte dye is dyed on the polyeeter 

by Thexnotol or other suitable process and the second in 

which the cotton component is dyed by appropriate 

conventional methods used for cotton.    Some of the vat 

dye» stain polyester and cen be permanently f ixed on 

this fibre under Thermosol conditions.    For light 

shades it may also be adequate to dye only one of the 

component fibres with an appropriate class of dyes.    Such 

procedure is adopted particularly for soluble vat dyes 
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>»/ond acceptable limits.    Wool has good strength, elastic 

recovery and abrasion resistance but has the draw-backs of 

felting and shrinkage especially in the mildly alkaline 

soap solutions used for domestic washing.    Man-made fibres 

such as itylon and polyester have, besides good strength 

and high elastic recovery, very high abrasion resistance 

as a result of which fabrics made from these fibres are 

crush-proof and very durable to wear»    On the other hand, 

these fibres have low moisture regain which leads to 

discomfort during wear and to problems of dyeability. 

Table I summarises important properties of the various 

fibres which are commonly used in blends with cotton. 

Recognising the definite advantages and limitations of 

individual fibres» textile manufacturers and scientists 

soon realised that multi-fibre textiles afford the maximum 

scope for obtaining the best advantages of the positive 

characteristics of fibres and for producing fabrics with 

an optimum combination of desirable properties«   The 

concept of fibre blends thus came into existence and has 

been gaining Increasing Importance In the textile industry 

ever   since.   For example, a fabric made from cotton alone 

would have the disadvantages of easy wrinkling, shrinkage 

and moderate durability,    likewise, a fabrie made from 

polyester fibre alone would have the disadvantage of 

discomfort during v/ear, including development of static 

charges due to the low moisture regain of the polyester 

fibres.   On the other hand, if one made a fabric from a 

blend of cotton and polyester, one would achieve the optimum 
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dyes (which are dyed on cotton)  and  for disperso dyes 

which will dye polyester.    In either case the second 

component fibre is left undyed.    For the disperse- 

reactive systems, dyeing can be done by a single 

thermosol process or by a combination of thermosol and 

pad steam process.    For th© single step process» 

reactive dyes which require only sodium bicarbonate for 

fixation are preferred since some disperse dyes «re 

sensitiva to stronger alkali such as sodium carbonate. 

In addition to the alkali» the pad liquor consists of 

urea and an antimigrant, preferably sodium alginate. 

The single step process, though simple in application 

and efficient in colour yield» is limitad to pal« shades 

and has tha disadvantages of limited bath stability» poor 

chlorine fastness and limited choice of dispersa dyes* 

Disperse dyes selected for tharmosol dyeing must have 

good fastness to sublimation.    Disperse dyes aro now 

Available in tho form of pastes with excellent dispersion 

properties.   These pastes give non-speeky dyeings» are 

free from dusting» permit preparation of concentrated 

pad baths and heve a finer dye particle size as compared 

to the powder brand dyes.    In the dyeing of cotton-polyester 

blend fabrics»  it Is important to control migration of the 

dye when the padded cloth is dried.    Besides pro-drying 

with infra red heat, migration can also be controlled by 

addition of suitable thickners and anti-migration agents 

to the pad bath.    Sodium alginate, Cf*c and sodium polymery« 

late are common agents.   These thiekners« control migration 

and eliminate the halo effect around neps and slubs. 



norrio  t.ocìirij c-l o-.-o.loris in dyeing of polyester-cotton 

blenda hy tho th-r-.o-ol process are specking» creasing, 

wiiìt.h  control,   crocs- shading and migration,   shsde 

•'.'i.iLc.'r,i.m,  etc.    Th,> colour specking problem has been 

vl.rc'î.il.'V elimina-'.eò by the use of pastes of disperse and 

vac cive..    LiKc-.vJ so,  the problem of creasing has been 

'.jimiiî-v'cod by inprovod oven designs.    Width control can 

i •-:  -ohiovoo ",o-c5..^vnt:torily if the cloth is franed 1 to 

l-ii"   ov-r +1-I? finished width required tft©r passage 

through the th-WHO sol oven.    Cross shading is effectively 

controlled by use of paddtrs with sufficient crov*i or 

tapor or by use of a swimming roller pad.    Migration ©f 

dispers* ùy«B and ©f formation ©f halos round neps ©«É* 

siubs is corrected by maintaninf adecúate concentration 

of the thickner (anti-migrantJ and hy careful control of 

fabric drying.    Insufficient IÄ pre drying ©s v#*y hifh 

temperatures on the first phas© ¿tying cans lead to 

mlgr-atien«    tor successful matching ©f sheets, th© cotton 

component from the dyed, blend it extracted with a TCtf 

solution of sulphuric âêid aft®* th© ©hid© on th© 

polyester U checked before making adjustments in th© 

j dye concentration.   Careful control ©f temperature in th» 

th@rr»iosol unit is necessary to ftlninit© ptoblew© ©f shade 

control especially in cross dyeing. 

à PRI;JTIWG 

In general the different dye systems ussd for dy©ing ean 

also be used for printing.    Important dye combinations 
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TABLE   VI 

Proper Hes of printings obtained v.lth di'f» 
dyes 

*?nt 

Pigmsnta  5*¡ptrt*/  gjeperse/  Modified 
vsti     Fibre-    Vats 

Reactive® 

Cost Low Moderate Moderate High 

Suitable for 
$hsdest 

Light Yea Yea Yes Yes 
Medium Limited Yea Yea Limited 
Heavy No Yea Yes Mo 
Bright Yea Limited Yes Yes 

Crocking Fair Good Very Good Good 

Effect on Handle Yea NO No \lQ 

Base of appli- 
cation 

Very 
Good Good Good Good 

Í 
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and printing  sequence!» commonly used are outlined in 

Table V. 

For trouble-free printing the fabric has to be carefully 

prepared following the usual routine of desize-scour- 

mercerise-heat set-singe-bleach-dry«    Deeizing must be 

complete and uniform and must effectively remove 

lubricants»    Solvent scouring may be necessary to 

remove groase »tains.   The fabric it preferably free 

from reletting agents«   The blend fabric must be 

mercerised prior to printing.    Heat setting at about 

195% is absolutely essential to avoid tht distortion of 

tilt fabric during printing which would make precise 

pattern fitting extremely difficult« 

It is not possible, du« to limitation of space, to go into 

details of« the printing methods and formulations used 

with tha difftrtnt systems givan in Tafelt V   t   Howava*# 

a comparison of tht proptrtiia of ortntinga obtain ed 

with different dyes is sumnarised In Tafelt VI. 
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P'j0pÂ53IJ-?G, 0? COTTO:: LISCOSI 2LZ^?_A¿}PICS 

Viscose staple is often blended v/ith cotton for reasons 

of  oconony or quality.    Normally,   the proportion  of viscose 

staple in such blends ranges fron 15 to 35?>.    Both bsing 

callulosic fibres with essentially sinilar characteristics, 

blending of viscose v/ith cotton does not pose any serious 

difficulties.    The processing methods necessary for the 

blends are more or less the same as those used for cotton. 

It has been observed that yams spun *r©m cotton-viscose, 

blends have slightly lov/er (about 10*0 breaking strength 

but better uniformity compared to corresponding cotton 

yarns.    Performance in spinning with blends It usually 

superior with less ends dmm*   Siting and v^aving also de 

not present any difficulties or departures fro» normal 

practice* * 

In the chemical processing of ths blend fabrics» due 

attention needs to be paid to the following properties in 

viiicn viseóse differs significantly fro» cottont 

1. The wet strength of viscose is lower then its dry 

strength vfcieh is centrar/ to that observed with 

cotton * 

2. Viscose is considerably more extensible in its eiet 

state than in the dry state, 

3. Alkali has a pov/erful swelling action on viscose and 



under c'rnstic conditions c9n dissolve 0r geli virerò. 

4,   The hich sivoll5.no of viscoso in v*tor and its h?Ch v-et 

extensibility Icori to poor dimensional ttabilitv. 

Under the normal scouring conditions used for cotton, no 

signifiant degradation of the viscose fibre is observed. 

Howaver, acoiTing und or premuro is not r^cor,r-n^d for 

cotton viscose blend«. Tht tenperatur« of teourinr. should 

not «coed 100°c. îhe .¿kali concentrations M low (?. to 

4*) end temperature of trt«*r.ont is hic-h, conditions under 

which swelling and dissolution of viscos» is negligible, 

Znoaroich as the vlscot« staple* fibre dees net nmú  «uch 

drastic purification as required for cotton, it my be 

possible to reduce the severity, particularly the duration, 

of scouring when viscose is blended with cetten. 

Mercerising of the cotton-viscose blend fabrics may be 

undertaken oven though the fabric has satisfactory lustra 

due to the presence of the viscose fibres, tore irisation 

would increase the rate of dyeing of the cotton fibre, 

reduce the difference in dyeing rates btttnen cotton and 

viscoso and thereby help in producing nore even end solid 

shades after dyeing. While the normal raereerisation lye 

used for cotton can be used for the bland fabrics also, it is 

absolutely essential *t© use hot water for washine of the 

alkali after mercerizing, it »ay also be necessary to 

reduce the concentration of caustic soda used for mercerising 

from about 24% v/hich is normally used for cotton to 18 to f.Q& 

Extra care is required to ensure that the mercerised fabric 
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10 100 

10 ®«-to 

2* 30-40 

• 65-90 

• Vtlut* art f@r ordinary Tenacity 9rado, 

# At §JÍ • train. 



combination of the desir.-b.le  orooerties of both  the 

fibres,  viz.  high wrinkle recovery and excellent durabi- 

lity of the polyester and comfort characteristics  of the 

cotton  fibre. 

The most connon blends with  cotton are cotton polyerter 

(33*67  and 50:50), cotton-nylon   (80;20 to 1,5:155, 

cotton viscose  (viaeooo being 10 to ¿0> appro;: ima tel/), 

and cotton-acrylic, the last being very occasionally 

used.     In this article, the discussion will be restricted 

to these fibre blends of wich maximum attention vdll be 

paid to cotton polyester and cotton-viscose blends which 

are by far the most commonly used in industry. 

Production of multi-fibre textiles can be achieved in 

tw© diatlnet ways:   In one method, the yarn it Bìfide froia 

• single fibre wheroas the fabric it »ade by using yams 

made from different fibres,  the warp being of one fibre, 

and the weft of another.    Such fabrics manufactured fro» 

•ingle fibre yams are called union fabrics.    The ©the* 

•ttliod of manufacturing multi-fibre fabrics is to blend 

the required fibres in the requisite proportions and 

manufacture the yarn itself from the fibre blend.    Such 

blend fabrics gave a better combination of the properties 

of the individual fibres than is possible in union fabrics. 

Hence blend fabrics have assumed far greater industrial 

importance than union fabrics. 

Processing of blend fabrics requires extra care because 

of the presence of more than one type tf fibre, with 



different rcactxv.'tics towards dyes  and chemicals  and 

therefore involving the risk of non-uniíor;:áty .in 

processing quality.    Also,  the distinctive structure 

and properties oi  man-made fibrös roc¡uires certain 

mocilications in the normal processing technology used 

for co-';ton fabrics, the modifications being either in 

the conditions of the particular process or in additions 

at certain stages of processing.    This article discusses 

basi: processing technology of cotton-polyester blend 

fabrics together v/ith tht important quality control «no* 

process control tests and procedures necessary to 

ensure acceptable quality standards. 

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 0? 
CCf.sKJ.JE4T FIEH2S IH A BimQi 

Since blending of the fibres it generally carried out 

at tht draw frame stage, it it necessary to check the 

long term uniformity of blending*    In particular» this 

is important to enture the desired shades of dyeing 

uniformly tlnce the dyeing properties of different kinds 

of fibres used In the blend may differ significantly, 

Qualitative «ml quantitative analyeit of the floret in t 

blend fabric it also required occasionally by a dyer if 

he has to match a given sample.    Lastly, such an analysis 

of fibre blends la istporttnt for diagnosing the cause of 

many kinds of dyeing defects. 

Qualitative identification of fibres is largely based on 

the physical and chemical properties of the different 

fibres.    Table II gives a list of various identification 
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is washed  ccr.pl rely fr-o of  resich:al alkali by appropriate 

r-n 1  *  '5 Ì •/ashing  ano neutralising  treat-.en:? . 

In general,  processino of cotton viscose blends has to be 

unriortr.ldT» "i th a ni ni run o;  tension  to  ?,vcic undue distortion 

of the fabric  dir.'vnsions because of the hiçh extensibility of 

viscose  in the -..»et  stet«.    This probier•, thoughmuch less acute 

than in the case of 100'á viscose staple fabrics,  does ¿«serve 

attention to obtain consistently trouble-free processing» 

Those precautions are particularly important v;nen the propor- 

tion of viscose in th® blend is high, and for processes involving 

alkall (euch as dyeing with vat or aiole dyes).    The character* 

ir,tie vmt state properties of viscose also make it obligatory 

to undertake treatments such as resin finishing f#r ©fotaininf 

satisfactory dimensional stability in the finished fabric»    In 

v/orking out the finishing bath formulation,  it irwst be 

reaeraberetf that viscose has about tv/icfc as much accessibility 

as cotton and would therefore require approximately double the 

concentration of the resin as that used for cotton to achieve 

cooperatole dimensional stability and crease rteovory.   The 

procesa centro! methods used in resin finishing ©f cotton 

fabrics mist be observed in processing of these bXmâ fabrics 

also» 

The blend fabrics can be dyed v/ith the range of dyestuff types 

used for cotton.    Similarly the dyeing methods for cotton 

fabrics are suitable for the blend fabrics.    In the dyeing of 

yarn in package fom v/ith dyes requiring alkaline conditions, 

•one nay have difficulties of uneven and inadequate penetration 

of the dye liquor through the package because of the considerable 

swelling  of viscose in alkaline solutions.    If such difficulties 
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are expariencoa the dyeinc process can be modified end 

those used for viscoso staple yarn can be adopted for the 

blond yams, 

Polyar.ide fibres are used in various proportions for 

Wending with cotton,   Their high tensile strength and 

abrasion resistance give slgnlf leant taprevoatxitt in war 

life to the blend fabrica, especially for work clothing, 

Polyamid« fibres for which the generic 'term Nylon is 

generally accepted, are of tv» chenical types, Nylon 6 and 

Nylon 6.6«   The forratr is derivaci from caprolactam and has 

the ehefiiical structurel    -NH<eH2)sC0NK(C::i.)s0Q-. 

Nylon 6.6 is manufactured from adipic acid and hesa- 

methylene te tramine and has the chemical structure: 

-NH(CH2)6MîCû(ai2)4CO-.   Nylon 6 has a molting point of 

about S15°C whereas IJylon 6.6 melts at about 250*0.    The 

lower melting point of Nylon 6 is not significant for 

most textile purposes though the higher molting point of 

Nylon 6.6 is advantageous in certain circumstances. 

Nylon 6 has a greater affinity for certain dye at uff s and is 

thus more versatile for dyolng.   Two-ton« dyeings can be 

obtained if a fabric constructed from Nylon 6 and My Ion 6.6 

Is dyed with «eld dyes from the sano bath.    Both Nylon 6 and 

Nylon 6,.6'are sensitive to ultraviolet light, tnd yollow 

and degrade on prolonged exposure to sunlight.    Nylon 6 has 

greater resistance to actinic degradation. 
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Cotto.ì-nyic-n  !;L?;->c's co;\ usually bo processed by norrral 

nothods used   rcir  cutio.:, vith sor.e ¡moâi;; icetions without 

risk of degradation.    The most significant difference 

in processi: ig  is  th* need for heat-setting  for blends 

containing no re   ::han 30;i nylon.     Hoet-setting can  be 

carried out bo "o:,-e  or during final  finishing and  enables 

a  reduction in the residual shrinkage of the blend fabrics 

in washing and laundering,    Th© heat-setting teraper?ture 

is controlled to ito0 to 200°C.    Control of timo and 

temperature ar« important as in the cas© of cotton polyester 

blends discussed in detail earlier. 
• 

Durino scouring of th« blend fabric in kiors, addition of 

about 25» sodium hydrosulfite to tht scouring liquor is 

necess try to prevent diseointiration of tht polyamide. 

In bleaching» tht usual conditions of peroxide bleaching 

can be followed.    If tht polyaraide component in the blend 

it high» bisechilo •.•/ith peraeetic acid or todlurt chlorite is 

reeotwrendsd.    Controls of p¡í, tapora ture» tine and concen- 

tration of cherlctls art important.   Tht aoxftil r.trcerising 

conditions used for cotton •*# followed and do net adversely 

iff set properties ©f tht blend fabric « 

Polyaraide cotton blends can be dyod with vtt dyes by tht» 

pad steam process«   Cartful stlection of dy«te Is necessary 

tc produce sinilar depth of shades and hut on both fibres 

and also satisfactory fastness to light.   Since vat dyes 

vary appreciably in their affinity for polyamide fibres, 

laboratory matching should bt produced before bulk dyeing 

is carried out. 
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Reactive c'y35 can   also  be cpplicd  to  cotton-poiyahiics bienes 

to produce  solid   shanes.     In cace di "ecntial dyeing of  the 

two components is  required,   polyandrie can be ¿yod v.ith 

disperse or acid  dyes  and cotton con be dyed v/ith direct 

d'-es.     Here again,  temperature r.nd pn control is very 

important and the  exact conditions suggested by tht 

manufacturers should bo*followed. 

Application of resins is mainly for the improvement of 

properties of the cotton component.    Kovrnver» any disposition 

of rasin'on the surface of polysr.lde markedly stiffens tht 

fabric and produces a harsh handle.   Tbis can be »voidad by 

a thorough after*«»thing treatment» 

EIQPJSSLIG OF CO^a^jC/^iL^lßL^m. 

Blend« of acrylic or modaerylic fibres v/ith cotton usually 

contain equal proportions of the tv» fibres»    These blends 

are used for the manufacture of suitings» drees-wear» 

shirtings and other items of apparel.    For speciality 

fabrics» higher proportions of acrylic fibres nay be used. 

The blend fabrics have beecne popular due to certain physics! 

properties of acrylic fibres such as low water absorption, 

t*»oi*like characteristics and high resistati«« to m*% ««unen 

chemicals including mineral acids,    i lost acrylic fibres «re 

stable to heat below the range of 130e- 150%.    However» they 

are degraded by hot strong alkalis.   This particular property 

requires careful attention during the processing of blends. 

Conditions of tenperaturt and concentration of alkali are 
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required to   oc nn in e ai nod  lov r'uriivt  5coiirir<;;';     o;-;;-ri^ 

entire resilience ray be lo^t.    Also ¿rr/ ^ '"' ' '- ' 4- '' ;":- "•'»'» '-'••'' 

tond to soften  the fibres will affect c5 Ir-^r, ••: i <• -^0 

stability adversely. 

In order te   arrivo st  the most suiteblo conciti ::ns  for 

scourino of  acrylic-cotton blends,  it  ic' nscecsr.ry to 

carry out laboratory experiments.    Th<*> usual  procedure  is 

to take,  snail  strips of tho fabric  and   extend then under 

load in the  solution of treatment»    The extended  fabric 

strip is allowed to relax in distilled water or soap 

solution.    The fabric should wore or less recover cofáplattiy 

during the first w«t relaxation treatment»    In car.« a 

certain tfra-tmant dots not lead to complete ral&xation» it 

becomes necessary to use milder conditions of treatment and 

use reduced load. 

During chemical processing it is also necessary to avoid 

excessive stretching of the blend fabric.    In cenerai,  the 

pressure and  temperature conditions of the finishing 

operation and stretch should be controlled to avoid glazing 

and discolouration of the acrylic fibre,    Particularly whan 

fabrica ar« rosin treated the acrylic fibre tends to 

discolour during polymerisation.    Drying températures durino 

processing should be as low as practicable if soft handle is 

required. 

Satisfactory bleaching results are obtained with  sodiun 

chlorite.    In order to avoid variation  of damage to either 

component,   control of  temperature,  tir^c of treatment and 

mam 
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concentration of oxidising agent is necessary as in bleaching 

of  other materials. 

Fabrics intended  for dress-wear are usually dyed by applica- 

tion of disperse or basic dyes for the acrylic fibre and 

direct,  reactive or vat dyes for the cellulosic fibte.    Her* 

also, temperature of treatment plays an important role» 

The padding temperature with cither basic or disport* dye 

should be a round 70 Ç and steaming tempera tur* intuía m% 

exceed that suggested by the manufactures of the acrylic 

fibre.    Control of exact temperature in dyeing methods it of 

very critical importance.   Even small changée in temperature 

around 80°C produce a large change in the dye uptake ef the 

acrylic fibres,    '¿hen basic dyes are used, it la advisable, 

to control the pH of the dye bath at around 5.    In order to 

maintain brightness of shade, cotton is usually dyed afte» 

the dyeing of acrylic component.    In case the cellulosic 

fibre is dyed first, it is necessary later on to give a 

reduction clearing treatment* 






